Abstract A semantics is presented for Storrs McCalΓs separate axiomatizations of Aristotle's accepted and rejected polysyllogisms. The polysyllogisms under discussion are made up of either assertoric or apodeictic propositions. The semantics is given by associating a property with a pair of sets: one set consists of things having the property essentially and the other of things having it accidentally. A completeness proof and a semantic decision procedure are given.
The semantics is given by associating a property with a pair of sets: one set consists of things having the property essentially and the other of things having it accidentally. A completeness proof and a semantic decision procedure are given.
In the opening chapters of [2] Lukasiewicz developed a nonmodal system of logic to illuminate Aristotle's discussion of nonmodal syllogisms. One of the distinctive features of his presentation is his syntactic treatment of the invalid syllogisms. In effect, invalid syllogisms are deduced in his system. 1 Also, a decision procedure for determining the validity and invalidity of Aristotelian nonmodal syllogisms is given in purely syntactic terms. Though Lukasiewicz does not extend his treatment of Aristotelian nonmodal syllogisms to Aristotelian modal syllogisms, Storrs McCall in [3] does, by developing the system L-X-M, which treats syllogisms formed from assertoric and apodeictic propositions. The purpose of this paper is to provide a semantics for L-X-M. (McCall did not provide a semantics for L-X-M.) I shall assume that L-X-M's relationship to Aristotle's modal syllogisms is accurately described in [3] . So my primary interest is mathematical rather than historical. But my hope is that the semantics will provide the reader with an intuitive grasp of Aristotle's thinking about a substantial fragment of Aristotelian syllogisms.
Since modifications, though minor, will be made in McCalΓs L-X-M, we shall refer to the modified system as LXM, whose presentation will be selfcontained. The syntax of LXM is as follows.
*I am grateful to David Bostock and a referee of this journal for comments on an earlier draft of this paper. And I extend my thanks to Timothy Smiley, who read a second version of my paper with remarkable care and made numerous significant corrections and improvements in it. The axioms are the starred axioms and the unstarred axioms. The rules of inference are the starred rules of inference and the unstarred rules of inference. By a deduction we mean a sequence of wffs or starred expressions such that each member of the sequence is an axiom or is entered by one of the rules of inference. A wff x is accepted if x is a member of a deduction. And a wff x is rejected if *x is a member of a deduction.
Starred axioms

Theorem 1
Every elementary wff is either accepted or rejected.
The proof is found in [3] , where McCall identifies a finite number of types of elementary wffs and gives a procedure that shows that each formula of each of these types is either accepted or rejected. So, for example, he shows that any elementary wff with affirmative antecedents and a negative consequent is rejected. CLAabCAbcMOca is of this form, and we can follow the recipe in his discussion of Case 1 (p. 52) to construct a deduction in which *CLAabCAbcMOca is a member. Here is the deduction: (x) . Each of the four functions that make up the model meets the following conditions:
The function Fmaps wffs into the truth values t and/as follows: Proof: We shall show by induction on n that if the nth member of a deduction is unstarred it is valid and if starred it is invalid. The only cases that call for discussion are the starred and unstarred axioms and the rejection rule *R3. Next, for each of the starred axioms we shall specify a model in which it is false. The model for *A1 is:
In this model and in those for the other starred axioms W will consist of all and only those objects that belong to the sets Then F" is defined as follows: 
Lemma 1
If x is a simple negative wff and is true in < W> V) then x is true in <JF",F">.
We shall prove the lemma by showing that it is true for each of the six forms a simple negative wff may have. Assume that x is true in (W,V). 
Lemma 2 If x is a simple negative wff and is true in (W,V f ), then x is true in {W\V").
Proof: Modify the proof of Lemma 1.
Lemma 3 If x is a simple affirmative wff and is true in both < W, F> and <JV\V'), then x is true in (W",V").
Proof: We shall show that the lemma holds for each of the six types of simple affirmative wffs. Assume that x is true in (W, V) and (W\ F'>. 
So, x is true in (W",V").
Lemma 4 If x is a simple wff and is true in both < W 9 V) and (W' 9 V') 9 then x is true in (W\V").
Proof: It is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 1 and 3.
Lemma 5 If x is a simple wff and is false in both (W, V) and (W\ V') 9 then x is false in (W\V").
Proof: Note that LAxy is true in a model iff MOxy is false in it. And the following pairs of wffs are such that the former is true in a model iff the latter is false in it: \Λxy and MExy, Axy and O cy, \xy and Exy, MAxy and LOxy, and Mlxy and LExy (the so-called octagon of opposition). So, suppose x is a simple wff and is false in (W, V) and (W' 9 V f ). Then there is a simple wff y (the contradictory of x) which is true in these models. By Lemma 4, y is true in {W\V"). So, xis false in (W\V").
We shall invoke the above lemmas in a proof by induction on the number n of occurrences of simple wffs in the elementary wff z. Assume that x and y are simple negative wffs and z is an elementary wff. And assume that Cxz is false in (W, V) and Cyz is false in (W 9 F'>. 
. Zk+\ is false in (W'\ V").Since Zi is true in {W\V"), CxCyzis false in (W\V").
An immediate consequence of the first two theorems is:
Theorem 3
Elementary valid wffs are accepted, and elementary invalid wffs are rejected.
Theorem 4
Valid wffs are accepted, and invalid wffs are rejected. where P is any string of symbols and Q has the form CXiC^ Cx n9 where each Xi (\ < / < ή) is a simple wff, or Q is the empty symbol. And we shall say that S is OE-connected to Γif there is an OE-chain S i9 . .. ,S n such that Si = {S}anάS n = {T}.
Lemma 1
If {w} is OE-connected to {w x ,..., w,} then if x is a wff then {Cxw} is OE-connected to {Cxw 1? ... ,Cxw,}.
Proof:
We shall use induction on n, where S Ϊ9 ... ,S n is the OE-chain in virtue of which {w} is OE-connected to {w x ,..., w 7 }, assuming that the former is OEconnected to the latter.
Basis step: n = 1. Note that every set is OE-connected to itself.
Induction step: n = k + 1. There are two cases. Proof: We shall use induction on the number n of C's in w. Induction step: n = k + 1. We consider two cases.
Case 1:
There is exactly one C prior to the leftmost occurrence of a categorical expression c in w. Then w = NiCN 2 cx or w = N!CN 2 LN 3 cx, where N ls N 2 , and N 3 are (possibly empty) sequences of N's. So, by (NN) and the definitions of M, E, and O, {w} is OE-connected either to {Csx} or to {NCsx}, where s is a simple wff. So, there are two subcases to consider. Subcase i: {w} is OE-connected to {Csx}. By the induction hypothesis {x} is OE-connected to [xι,... ,Xfl}, where each x t (1 < / < n) is an elementary wff. By Lemma 1 {Csx} is OE-connected to {Gsx l5 ... ,Csx n }. So {w) is OE-connected to a set of elementary wffs. Subcase ii: {w) is OE-connected to {NCsx}. Since {NGsx} is OE-connected to {s,Nx} and since, by the induction hypothesis, {Nx} is OEconnected to {x u ... ,x n ], where each x ; (1 < / < n) is an elementary wff, it follows that {w) is OE-connected to a set of elementary wffs.
Case 2:
There are at least two C's to the left of the leftmost categorical expression in w. Then w = NiCN 2 Cx^z. There are three subcases to consider.
Subcase i: {w} is OE-connected to {CCxyz}. By (CC), {CCxyz} is OE-connected to {CNxZyCyz}. So, by the induction hypothesis, {w} is OE-connected to a set containing only elementary wffs. Subcase ii: {w} is OE-connected to {CNCxyz}. By (CNC), {CNCxyz} is OE-connected to {CxCNyz}. By the induction hypothesis {CNyz} is OE-connected to {x iy . . . ,x n } 9 where each x ι (I < / < n) is an elementary wff. By Lemma 1, {CxCNyz} is OE-connected to {Cxx!,... ,Cxx^}, whose members are elementary wffs. Subcase Hi: {w} is OE-connected to INCCxyz] or to {NCNCxyz}. So, {w] is OE-connected either to {Cxy,Nz} or to {NCxy,Nz}. So, by the induction hypothesis, {w) is OE-connected to a set that has only elementary wffs as members.
To illustrate OE-chains note that {CCNAabAbalab} is OE-connected to {CNNAablab,CAbalab} (by (CQ), which is OE-connected to {CAablab, CAbalab}, 6 whose members are elementary wffs. As another example note that (by (NQ) {NClabNlcd} is OE-connected to {Iab,NNlcd} 9 which (by (NN)) is OE-connected to {labeled}. By two applications of Lemma 1, {CAabCAcdNClabNlcd} is OE-connected to {CAabCA-cdlab,CAabCAcdlcd).
Lemma 3
If {w} is OE-connected to [ w λ ,..
., Wj} then: (i) if w is valid, each Wi is valid; (ii) if w is invalid, some w, is invalid; (Hi) if each w,-is accepted, w is accepted; and (iv) if some w, is rejected, w is rejected.
Proof: The proof is by induction on n where S x ,..., S n is the OE-chain in virtue of which {w} is OE-connected to {Wj,..., w y ).
Basis step: n = 1. Tautological.
Induction step: n = k + 1. There are two cases to consider.
Case 1: (S k9 S k +ι) is an instance of (NN) or (CNC). Then (S k9 S k+{ )
is an instance of <{JC, . .. }, ί y 9 -}>> where Cxy and Cyx may be entered as members of a deduction, given R4 and R3. So, if S k has only valid members so does S k+{ if S k has an invalid member so does S k+ χ\ if S k+ \ has only accepted members so does S k (by Rl); and if S k+i has a rejected member so does S k (by *R3). Case2: (S k ,S k+ι ) is an instance of (CC) or (NC). The reasoning is similar to that for Case 1. Now we are ready to prove Theorem 4. Suppose w is valid. Then by Lemma 2 there are elementary wffs w x ,..., Wj such that {w] is OE-connected to {Wγ,..., Wj}. By Lemma 3 each w t is valid. By Theorem 3 each w, is accepted. And by Lemma 3 w is accepted. By similar reasoning it follows that if w is invalid then w is rejected.
With the proof of Theorem 4 and the earlier proof of Theorem 2 we have reached our main goal: providing a semantics for LXM. We shall conclude our discussion by considering a semantic decision procedure for LXM. To this end we shall show that:
Theorem 5
If Theorem 5 yields a decision procedure for validity, since in virtue of it only a finite number of models need to be examined to test a wff for validity.
To show that Theorem 5 is true we shall specify a procedure for constructing a model M' of the sort specified: 2 ).) (b) Let E be an enumeration of the basic sets relative to a x ,..., a n . Then let x G W iff the x-th set in the enumeration E is nonempty. (c) Let x E Vtfiai) (ji = e or a, k t = c or 0) iff (i) Ύiίicii)' is used to form the expression that denotes the x-th set in E, and (ii) the x-th set in E is nonempty. 
In the first case it follows that V e (x) Π V e (z) Φ 0, which contradicts the claim that V(x) C Fc(z). This claim is also contradicted in the other five cases.) Conditions (d), (e), and (f). Use the same type of argument as that used for Condition (c).
To complete the proof we shall use: A natural extension of the above development of Aristotle's logic would provide a semantics for a logical system that captured Aristotle's insights about contingent propositions. But so far I have been unable to give a satisfactory interpretation of his contingency operator. 7 And another direction to move the discussion is into the area of natural deduction systems. Smiley in [4] gives very persuasive arguments to show that syllogisms should not be treated as conditional statements in the style of Lukasiewicz, but should be treated as deductive structures. And Corcoran in [1] also presents Aristotle's logic by using a natural deduction system. The differences in the systems of Smiley and Corcoran suggest that many natural deduction complements to LXM are possible. 8 
NOTES
